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Abstract
Genomic maps are an indispensable tool for
moleculazbiologists; their modellinghas to take
into account representation as well as computational issues. The algorithmic complexity of
the assembly task is already huge and is even
made worse when one wishes to deal with inconsistencies and provide generic tools. This
work presents an algorithm tackling the assembly
problem by using temporal reasoning techniques.
The algorithm has to transform the initial input
data, i.e. qualitative and quantitative relations
between entities that appear on the maps, so
that temporal reasoning algorithms can be applied successfully; this is achievedby performing
a partition of these relations upontheir relative
orientation, creating islets of relations in which
reasoning mechanismsare applied. The implementation of the algorithm is based on a temporal reasoning software, taken as is, which gives
a high genericity since any improvementin this
software (such as efficiency or the mana~gement
of flexible constraints) can be immediatelyused
by the algorithm.
Introduction
Genomic maps are a means of representing mapping
information that are indispensable to molecular biologists because they model the data they manipulate,
and make them at once visible, as well when building a
mapas when using it. The aim of this paper is to deal
with the assembly of integrated genomic maps, i.e. using information from any of the three different kinds
of map, cytogenetic, genetic and physical. This information consists typically of relations between entities
belonging to the maps.
The integration provides new problems that have not
been completely addressed yet. First, the entities that
appear on the maps mayhave different lengths; for instance, a gene on a genetic map is represented by a
point (length = 0), while it is an interval on a physical map (length ~ 0). This aspect has to be taken
into account because the relation between two entities
depends upon their length (point or fragment). Sec-
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ond, quantitative information is not directly translatable from one map to another because there is not a
constant scale factor between them. Third, in order to
combine information from all the maps, it is necessary
to define a framework in which all the knowledge can
be deposited, with the aim of applying inferences on
all the entities.
So far, existing systems have only considered a more
or less restricted field of the genome map assembly
problem. Letovsky and Berlyn (Letovsky & Berlyn
1992) have developed a system called CPROPto compute orders and distances in genetic maps; the choice
of genetic maps has greatly simplified the problem
since it allows them to consider only entities without
length. Graves (Graves 1993) presented a representation schemefor distance and order relations, but he did
not go so far as to propose an algorithm. Hondaet al.
(Hondaet al. 1993) define an interesting frameworkto
represent biological objects using object-oriented programming, but the algorithm they propose seems to be
dedicated to the contig assembly problem. Lee et al.
(Lee ei ai. 1993) developed a very interesting formalism to represent relations between mapentities, which
has the advantage of declaring both the relations and
the connected inference mechanisms. Cui (Cui 1994)
also presented the use of temporal and spatial reasoning for the representation of mappinginformation, but
he did not design an algorithm able to compute the
assembly.
There are still two important aspects that we wish
to tackle: first is the declarativity of both the relations
and the algorithm, so that it can be extended as easily
as possible; second is the ability to manageinconsistencies that are bound to appear because the knowledge
is experimental.
Formalising
relations
Twokinds of relations are to be modeled: qualitative
relations are the way to represent more or less imprecised knowledgebetween two entities; quantitative relations are used to model distances between positions
(which are either the endpoints of interval entities or
the positions of points).

Qualitative
relations
Let Qz be the set of all qualitative relation types, i.e.
all the different generic relations that allow to build
particular relations between two entities. Typically,
before and after belong to Q~, and are the basis for
describing such knowledge as gene DIS~I lies before
gene TSHB.
Unfortunately, since the DNAstrand can be read
one way or the other, some of these relations need a
reference that specifies their orientation. The previous piece of knowledge does have a meaning only if
it is also stated relatively to what the relation holds.
The default value is the orientation given by the whole
chromosome,but, very often, the reference is more local and has to be explicitly specified. As a consequence,
let Q+be the set of these relations that, because they
imply an orientation, need a reference, and Qi" those
that do not need one.
Whendealing with the genome map assembly task,
since the equality of endpoint positions is not relevant
to the problem, the relations are the following (see also
figure 1):
Q+= {before, after, overlaps_before, overlaps_after};
Q? = {contains, contained_by, disjoint, not_disjoint}.
Relations between points and intervals use the same
sets, provided that impossible relations are excluded
(for instance, a point containing an interval).
What is then a particular relation? Either it is an
oriented relation, i.e. a triplet composedof one element of Q+, the two entities in relation and an entity
that defines the orientation, or it is a couple of one
element of Q? and the two entities linked by the relation. It is convenient to add to these relations the
relation order which expresses that a certain number
of entities (greater than or equal to three) are locally
ordered. Since this relation does not need a reference,
it will be put in Q~-.
To end with, it is also necessary to have a relation stating that two entities have the same orientation or reverse orientations. These two relations do
not need a reference either. They will be denoted
same_orientation and reverse_orientation.
As for notations, we will use the following:
Vt 6 Ql+,(el te e2) links el and e2 through t
with respect to the reference e;
Vt 6 Q?, (el t e2) links el and e2 through t;
order(el,..., e,) links el,..., e,,
with the relation order.
Quantitative
relations
Quantitative relations aim at representing distance
with uncertainty between positions of entities. The existence of three different kinds of maps compels us to
precise the type of map used when expressing a quantitative relation. This is the reason whysuch a relation
consists of two positions, two positive real numbersfor
distance and uncertainty and the type of the map.

Wewill use the following notation to represent such
a relation:
( I~pPj= [distance,

uncertainty]),

where p stands for the type of the map.
Temporal
reasoning
Guidi and Roderick (Guidi & Roderick 1993) have noticed an evident correspondence between the qualitative relations that exist betweenbiological entities and
work on time representation. However, there are many
differences and the application of temporal reasoning
techniques is far from being straightforward. Wefirst
introduce temporal representation and reasoning formaiisms and we look in the next section at how this
can be successfully adapted to genome map assembly.
Allen’s interval
algebra
Allen (Allen 1983) introduced a formalism to represent
the relations between intervals. There are 13 atomic
relations, defined by the relations on their endpoints
(table 1). A formula (ItrI2) links two intervals through
the relation r, and is satisfied if the relations on the
endpoints of I1 and I2 are satisfied. To allow uncertain
information, the formulas are extended to disjunctions
(or unions) of atomic relations, satisfied if any of the
elements of the disjunction is satisfied. The set of these
disjunctions is denoted A and contains 2is relations.
Temporal reasoning aims at deducing new relations
from an initial set, using as inference mechanismtransitivity (or composition) of relations. For instance, the
two facts (11 before Is) and (I2 before Is) imply that
(I1 before Is). This inference mechanismcan also be
used with disjunctions of atomic relations thanks to
the composition table of atomic relations alone because
composition distributes over union.
Prom a set of formulas O (often represented in
network where nodes are intervals and edges relations
between intervals), typical reasoning problems are:
1. Is there a modelof O, i.e interpretations of the intervals that satisfy all the relations?
2. What is the strongest relation holding between two
intervals (deductive closure (Vilain & Kautz 1986)
or minimal labelling (van Beck 1990) problem)?
Seeing that these problems (which are kinds of
Constraint Satisfaction
Problems or CSP) are, for
,4, NP-complete, either subsets of ,4 have been defined or polynomial algorithms have been developed
to compute local consistencies.
Allen proposed a
path-consistency algorithm, that ensures that whatever three intervals of the network, the composition of
two relations betweenthese intervals is included in the
third. This algorithm runs in time O(ns) (where n is
the numberof intervals).
Different subsets of A have been introduced; the
pointisable relations P is the subset of ‘4 which can
be translated into the point algebra (Vilain & Kautz
Schmeltzer
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Figure 1: The sets of qualitative relation types between biological entities:
a reference specifying the orientation, Q~- all the other relation types.
1986), i.e. as conjunctions of relations between the
endpoints. More recently, Nebel and Biirckert (Nebel
& Biirckert 1993) have specified the maximal subclass
of A containing all the basic relations for which the satisfiability - and the minimal labelling - are tractable.
Nonetheless, it is important to notice that the satisfiability of a network whose relations belong to the
subset A0 containing {disjoint, not_disjoint, universal
relation} is NP-complete (Golumbic & Shamir 1993).
Quantitative
networks
A formalism of quantitative networks have been proposed by Dechter et hi. (Dechter, Meiri, & Pearl
1991) in order to express inequalities between temporal points. The variables are now Xi, time points, and
constraints are given as a set of intervals {I1,. ¯., I,~} =
{[hi, bl],..., [an, bn]} to which a variable must belong.
Unary constraints can be transformed into binary constraints by simply introducing the origin of time. So,
all the constraints have the same expression:
(al < Xj -Xi < bx) V...V(an

< Xj-Xi < bn).

Two problems appear also when dealing with quantitative networks: the satisfiability of the network and
the minimal network computation, in which each variable is reduced to the smallest set of allowed values.
The consistency of the general network is a NPcomplete problem, but, if the constraints are restricted
to only one interval - instead of a union - (the network
is then called simple), the Floyd-Warshall algorithm
extracts the minimal network in O(n3).
Integrating
qualitative
and quantitative
temporal
reasoning
Twodifferent formalisms have been proposed to integrate qualitative and quantitative reasoning (Kautz
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Q+contains relation types that need

Ladkin 1991; Meiri 1991). Weonly present the first one
that is used by our genome map assembly algorithm.
This formalism aims at dealing both with Allen’s
interval algebra and simple quantitative relations like
m < z - y < n where x and y are interval endpoints.
To achieve this, two translation procedures are defined,
from quantitative to qualitative, and from qualitative
to quantitative; these procedures are successively applied to the initial networks until the stability of the
networks is reached.
The procedure that translates metric constraints
3)
into Allen relations is complete and requires O(n
time. The counterpart procedure is complete only if
the minimal network has been determined, and runs
in time O(n2).
Time

and

genomic

maps

The previous descriptions of genomic map requirements and temporal reasoning techniques have shown
similarities but also manydifferences. Let us enumerate them.
Similarities
¯ Qualitative relations: both problems aim at expressing qualitative relations, though their set is not the
same. Nonetheless, since disjoint and not_disjoint
belong to the genomicmapset, the full resolution of
the network is NP-complete, as with Allen’s set.
¯ Quantitative relations: quantitative relations on genomic maps express distance and uncertainty which
can be easily translated into the formalism of simple quantitative networks, since we have the following equivalence (inside a unique type of map):

Pj

= d i-i,

i

< <

Basic relation
Symbol
X before Y
b
Y after X
X meets Y
m
Y met-by X
r~
X overlaps Y
O
Y overlapped-by X
X during Y
d
Y includes X
d
X starts Y
S
Y started-by X
X finishes
Y
f
Y finished-by X
X equals Y

/

Example

Endpoint relations
X- < Y-,X< Y+
YYYY X+ < Y-, X+ < Y+
xxxxx
X-<Y-X-<y+
+
+
YYYYY X = y-, X < Y+
XXXXX
X- <Y-,X<Y+
+
+
X
>
Y-,
X
<
Y+
YYYYY
XXX
X- >Y-,X<Y+
YYYYYY X+ > Y-, X+ < Y+
XXX
X-=Y-,X-<y+
X+ > Y-, X+ < Y+
YYYYYYY
XXX
X- >Y-,X<Y+
YYYYYY X+ > Y-, X+ = y+
XXXXX
X- =Y-,X<Y+
X+ > Y-, X+ = y+
YYYYY
XXXX

Table 1: The thirteen relations defined by Allen. These relations express all the relative positions of two intervals.
The notation v stands for the converse of the relation.

Differences
¯ A non-oriented axis: since the DNAstrand can be
read one way or the other, contrary to time which
goes from past to future, some qualitative relations
have to add a reference that specifies the orientation
to be taken into account. In particular, in order to
apply an algorithm solving the network of qualitative relations, they should all possess the same orientation (i.e. every two references should be linked
by the same_orientation relation). Quantitative relations are also affected by this difference since the
application of the Floyd-Warshall algorithm needs
the additivity of the distances.
¯ Different types of maps: this allows entities to have
different representations on the different maps (for
example a point on the genetic map and a fragment
on the physical one). To tackle this problem, one
is compelled to define allowed translations from one
representation to the other. Wewon’t go into details
concerning this topic; once these translation rules
have been settled, it is possible to only consider intervals. Another consequence lies in the compulsory
partition of quantitative reasoning in each kind of
map, since there is no precise scale factor from one
to another. Practically, this means that every computation on quantitative relations has to be made
inside a unique type of map.
¯ A subset of A: the fact that, instead of 13 Allen relations, we only have to deal with 6 (Cf. next section),
can be useful for efficiency considerations. Indeed, it
seems then reasonable to store all the composition
table for the disjunctions, without having to compute the composition every time it is needed.
¯ The existence of experimental uncertainties:
this
point is more constraining than in temporal rea-

soning because, when dealing with the map assembly problem, inconsistencies are much more likely
to happen. They should be taken into account so
that reasoning can be continued. Weprovide a partial answer to this problem, and more importantly,
we show that it can be handled by temporal reasoning algorithms (much research work is being done to
tackle these dynamicand flexible constraints).
An approximate
composition
table
for
genomic
maps
Since relevant qualitative relations when assembling
genomic maps do not use equalities on endpoints, only
six relations from the 13 defined by Allen that are
used (table 2). The relations disjoint and not_disjoint
can be expressed using disjunctions of the set denoted
~mavof these six atomic map relations. Let C be the
set of disjunctions of relations of 7~map.
Map Relation
Allen’s Equiv.
before -<
tb, m}
overlaps_before <<
contained C
d,s,f,=)
disjoint
not_disjoint
o,5, m, r~/s,

lm,o,,,L=)

Converse
>>

#
t~

Table 2: Map relations in terms of Allen’s. The two
last relations disjoint and not_disjoint can be expressed
as disjunctions of the six previous ones. They do not
need a reference, though they seem to use relations
that do need one, because they contain both a relation
and its converse.
To ensure the stability

of composition for C, we deSclnneltzer
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-<
<<
>>
r-

T

<<,_=)
{___,

(___,
>>,

<<
-<

(___,

(<<,
>>,
E,

L,<<,E}

>>

{_, <<,
{<<,
¯ [_7>,E}

E 7
>>,E_-J,{_, >>,

I(<<,>>, E,~_}

T

Table 3: Composition of map relations (o is the composition operator). Whenboth relations need a reference, the
result is valid if and only if their references share the same orientation. Whenonly one relation has to specify a
reference, the resulting relation takes this reference (or, at least, a reference sharing the same orientation).
fine an approximate composition relation taking as result of the composition of two relations the smallest
disjunction including the exact result obtained by applying Allen’s composition relation (table 3).
The genome
map assembly
algorithm
Before describing in detail the algorithm, let us first
summarise the incoming data and all the inference
mechanisms that will be applied.
Input data
What follows are all the input data that are the basis
of the assembly algorithm.
1. The entities:
(a) C = {ei), a set of entities;
(b) Pos = {Pi} = {Oi} U {Ei}, a set of positions corresponding to entity endpoints (origin and end).
2. The relations:
(a) Qualitative relations: ~quali ~-- T~+quali U ~Tuali, a
+
set of qualitative relations: ~quaU
= {(ei + ej)}
and 7~2i = {(e/t- ej)} U {order(ek,...,
ek+n)},
with e/,ej,ek,...e~+n
E £,t + E Q+ = {-<,~-,<<
,>},tE Q7 = {E,---,¢,~,~,=},
where :::t
stands for the same orientation relation and
for the reverse orientation relation.
(b) Quantitative relations: ~q,~,~ti = {(P/~p Pj
[di~,iij])}, a set of quantitative relations where
Pi, Pj E Pos,p ~ {cyto, gen, phys}.
Inference
mechanisms
Amongall the following inference mechanisms, some
have already been introduced while some are new and
are elucidated in this section.
1. Generating orientations from oriented qualitative relations: the problem can be settled the following
way: what is the orientation relation holding between e and e ~ knowingthe two relations (el t, e~)
et (el t~e, e2) (where t and t’ are disjunctions of relations in Q+)? For instance, if (el{___,<<),eu)
+
(el{_}e,e~) 7Zq,~a~i,
th en (e l{_},e~) A (e::~e’).
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Table 4 synthesises the possible inferences (let us
note that it is similar to the one described in (Lee et
al. 1993)).
2. Compositiontable for qualitative relations (table 3).
Nonetheless, it should be taken care of the relative
orientation of the references when dealing with oriented qualitative relations.
3. Constraint networks:
(a) from a qualitative relation network sharing the
same reference, path-consistency, satisfiability or
minimal labelling algorithms can be applied;
(h) from a quantitative relation network for which additivity is true, Floyd-Warshall algorithm gives
the minimalintervals of the constrained positions.
4. Position ordering (to ensure that additivity is valid):
(a) Thanks to the following table and to orientation
and qualitative relations:

el re e2)

r =_
r=<<
r =’-1

(el same_orientation e~)
(e=e~)
ord(O, O1, El, 02, E2, E)
ord(O, El, 01, E2, 0~, E)
(eZ:Z~el) ord(O, 0~, 0~, El, E2, E)
(e~el)
ord(O, El, Ez, 01,0~, E)
ord( 01, 0~, E2, El)

Table 5: Endpoint ordering thanks to qualitative relations. For the three relations before, overlaps_before
and contains, depending on the relative orientation of
el et e~, the table gives the ordering of the endpoints
according to the relative orientation of e and el; the
first element of the columnis valid whene and el share
the same orientation. A similar mechanismexists when
(el reverse_orientation e2)
Whentwo entities are linked through a disjunction of relations, if, for every element of this disjunction, the relative positions of endpoints are

I£i e2) II

>-

--

M(e=e’)
<<
>"
>>
{-<,<<)
{_,>>)
{_,>>)
1__., <<}

C
M(e=e’)
C
M(e==~e’)
M(e~e’)
M(e==te’)
M(e-~e’)

C
M(e~e’)
M( e:=ge’)
C
C
M(e==$e’)
C
M(e’~e’)
M(e~e’)
M(e=e’)
M(e=e’) M(e=:$e’)
M(e-~e’) M(e-~e’)
M(e=:~e’)

M(e~e’)

>>

{___,
<<}

C

(5,>>}

{>-,>>}

{~, <<}

M(e~e’)
M(e:::$e’) M(e-~d)
M(e~e’)
M(e=e’)
M(e:::~e’)
M(e:::$e’) M(e=e’)
M(e=:$e’)
M(e=e’) M(e::::$e’)
9
?
M(e-~e’)
M(e~e’)
?
?
9
M(e===te’) M(e-~e’)
?
M(e=e’) M(e==te’)

M(e=::te’)
M(e~e’)
M(e’~e’)
C
M(e~e’)
M(e==~d) M(e=e’)
M( e :=:~e’
M(e-~e’)
M(e:::$e’) M(e-~e’)
M(e~e’)
?
?
M(e-~e’)

Table 4: Generating orientations.
The letter M means that the two relations can merge into one, and it specifies the relative orientation of e and e’. The letter C indicates a clash situation. The question mark shows an
indetermination.
conserved, then this information can be used to
apply Floyd-Warshall algorithm.
(b) From order relations:
Vel,..., en E g, order(el,..., en) ::~ ord(O1,...,
Aord( Ei, ..., En);
(c) From quantitative relations only:
VP1, P2, Ps, di2+ii2 < d13-ii3 ~. ord(Pi, P~, Ps);
of qualitative
relations
(d) From the translation
into quantitative relations: this translation computes information on interval endpoints such as

P~- P~< O.
5. Translation of quantitative relations into qualitative
relations.
Applying

temporal

reasoning

algorithms

From the preceding description of data and inference
mechanisms, how can we satisfy the constraints allowing us to apply the algorithms shown previously?
To apply an algorithm dealing with Allen’s interval
algebra, say for instance path-consistency, we have to
overcome the non-global orientation of the qualitative
relations expressed between the entities. To do this,
the set of entities is partitioned 1 into islets such as,
whatever two entities inside a same islet, their relative
orientation is known.So, each islet is itself divided
into two sub-islets such as, whatever two entities inside a sub-islet, they share the same orientation, and
whatever two entities belonging to opposite sub-islets,
they have an opposite orientation (figure 2).
The goal ofthis operation is to project every islet on
+
the set of ~quaU
in the following way: for every entity
in an islet, we keep only the qualitative relations that
have this entity as reference. Then, provided that we
take the converses of the relations for the entities of
1This is indeed a partition
of £ because
same_orientationrelation is an equivalencerelation.

the

-

E

Figure 2: Partitioning the set of entities through orientation. The relative orientation of every two entities
in an islet is known,and every two entities of the same
sub-islet share the same orientation.
a sub-islet, all the relation references share the same
orientation (figure 3). It is then possible to apply any
of the CSPalgorithms.
Moreover, the infered relations maybe able to group
islets thanks to inference mechanismnumber 1.
It is also possible to get information from quantitative relations in order to apply Floyd-Warshall algorithm. To do so, we have to check if the relative
positions of endpoints are always the same, so that additivity of distances is true. Wehave at our disposal
four means to ensure that (see inference mechanisms
4a, 4b, 4c, 4d).
Description
of the algorithm
Figure 4 shows the different steps of the algorithm;
they are more detailed hereafter.
Partitioning
the sets of entities
and relations
into islets This step has already been explained earlier; it results in islets for whichthe relative orientation
of their entities is known.The projection of these entities on the relations whosereference belongs to islets
+
creates the corresponding islets in :gquau"
All the relatious that have as reference an entity of I + are kept
Schmeltzer
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c overafter f)

( c over_afterf

~-~

+
Figure 3: Projection of the islets onto qualitative relations. An islet I is projected onto Rqual
i by selecting all
the qualitative relations whose reference is an entity of I; if this entity belongs to I+, the relation is kept as is
(for instance, a before b); if it belongs to I-, the relation is inversed (for instance, e overlaps_after a). Then,
+
constraint satisfaction technique can be applied on 7~gua
u (I).

as they are, all the other relations whosereference belongs to I- are inversed to be valid with the common
orientation of the previous relations.
Merging islets Merging islets can be realised when
oriented relations linking two identical entities appear
in two different islets. Then, it may be possible to
decide the relative orientation of their references using
table 4.
Concerning non oriented relations, if a qualitative
relation contains U or ~, but its counterpart in the
other islet does not, this relation is removedfrom the
disjunction. On the contrary, if each relation contains
one of these two relations, nothing can be infered since
such a relation does not specify an orientation.
Orderingthe quantitativerelationsand solving the corresponding
CSP This orderingis made
thanksto thepreviously
described
inference
mechanismsandallowsto applyadditivity
rules,and thus
the Floyd-Warshall
algorithm.
Infering new qualitative
relations This is done
by the temporal reasoning software from quantitative
relations.
Stability? If stability is reached, i.e. no new relation
has been discovered, the algorithm ends. If not, it iterates on the previous steps. Of course, the algorithm
is guaranteed to stop because there is a finite number of relations between entities and positions. The
time complexity of the algorithm depends upon the
algorithm chosen for the resolution of the qualitative
network.
338
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Implementation
There are two separate aspects in the implementation: the first one deals with the resolution of the CSP,
the second one deals with what is peculiar to genomic
maps.
Solving
the CSP
One of the biggest advantages of the algorithm is that
we have been able to use already existing temporal
reasoning algorithms without any modification. We
2 (which stands
have been using the software MATS
for Metric/Allen Time System) developed by Henry
Kautz. MATSimplements the resolution
of temporal constraint problems; input constraints are either
difference inequalities on the endpoints of intervals or
Allen-style qualitative constraints.
MATS
provides the following functionalities:
* reduction of the qualitative relation network using a
path-consistency algorithm;
¯ translation of qualitative constraints into quantitative ones;
¯ reduction of the quantitative relation network using
the Floyd-Warshall algorithm;
¯ translation of quantitative constraints into qualitative ones.
Wehave introduced map relations inside MATSrepresentation model. For the time being, the system only
translates the qualitative relations into Allen’s formalism and uses consequently the whole composition table. The final result is then a disjunction of the thirteen
basic interval relations instead of a disjunction of the
six maprelations.
~MATSis available
by anonymous ftp on the
site reseaxch.att.com in the directory /dist/ai/ (file
mats.shar.Z).

no

END

R

the CSP

Figure 4: Genomemap assembly algorithm. See text for explanations
Part specific
to genomic maps
The rest of the implementation has been made in
Talk2.0, an object-oriented Lisp dialect into which
MATShas been translated. Each islet is implemented
as a class whoseattributes are the entities of the islet
and its relations (qualitative and quantitative).

Discussion
Thanks to the similarities
between genome map assembly and temporal reasoning, it has been made possible
to use efficient algorithms dealing with the resolution
of temporal constraint networks. This alleviates the
burden to develop one’s own algorithms and allows to
profit by each improvement,as well theoretical as practical, in this field wherethere is still huge research work
on. In particular, these improvements should include
the managementof inconsistencies through the use of
dynamic constraints, which will provide a better interactivity between a user and the algorithm, allowing
for instance a user to add, removeor relax constraints
according to the results. These possibilities
are absolutely necessary because one can not have a complete confidence in the experimental biological data,

but they are to be handled at the CSPlevel; they will
then be included without any effort into the genome
map assembly algorithm, since the temporal reasoning
algorithms are used as they are.
Moreover, the algorithm can be customised relatively to the amount of data. If the data are huge,
local consistency will be chosen, so that a polynomial
algorithm can be applied. On the contrary, if they are
less numerous,or if the precision of the results is important, the algorithm would rather solve the networks
completely.
Another point emphasised in the algorithm is the
declarativity of the relations used. One can not only
add new relations in the networks without having to do
the whole computation again because what has already
been done is kept, but also easily add new types of
relation that one would wish to use, provided that the
inference mechanismsare extended to tackle these new
types.
For the time being, tests have only be made on very
small data, and have shown the discovery of new relations. This work is to be included in a bigger frame
that includes also the implementation of a modelisation
Schmeltzer
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of genomic maps in a knowledge representation system,
including the analysis of DNAsequences through tasks
and a generic map interface.
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